Model RVCFH-027

Durable.
High density, foamed-in-place, one-piece cabinet provides maximum
degree of structural integrity.
Units can be stacked three high optimizing inventory storage space—
proof of cabinet strength.
Grill made of heavy gauge steel for durability.

Easy to Maintain.
Slide in/out refrigeration module allows for ease

Health
Timer lock

of cleaning and replacement.
Temperature control not visible to loader or
customer, discouraging unnecessary adjustment.
NSF certiﬁed, UL listed and designed for low power

mechanism!

consumption to meet today’s and tomorrow’s

(See other side.)

agency requirements.
Lamp shield protects packaged food in the
cooler in case of accidental lamp breakage.
No exposed wiring on outside of cooler optimizing safety
and cosmetic appearance.
Two piece power cord for ease of replacement if ever needed.
Refrigeration compartment grill easy to remove and replace
for cleaning and servicing access.

Easy to Load.
Torsion Pak holds door in open position for ease of loading.
Easily reversible doors to meet location requirements.

Shelving and door options.
Standard 6-shelf model with full-length glass door with decal at
top, and 20% greater storage capacity.
Also available in 5-shelf model with separate, lighted, and
customizable sign header above door.
Beverage can/bottle shelf guides available upon request.

Buy Quality...
Buy American...
Buy Royal!

Model

RVCH-027

RVCFH-027

Shelves

5
lighted sign header

6
full length glass door

ﬂuorescent lighting
standard

LED lighting
standard

Lighting

Height

78”

Width

30”

Depth

32.35”

Weight

415 lbs

Refrigeration compressor

Super Third

Refrigeration system

Self-contained “cassette,” slides in and out
from the front of the cooler quickly without
cutting pipes or wires, or moving the cooler.

Amps

9
27 cubic feet

Capacity

20 oz. loose bottles
20 oz. bottles with carrier
12 oz. loose cans
12 oz. cans with carrier

360 bottles, 9 wide/8 deep
320 bottles, 8 wide/8 deep
405 cans, 9 wide/9 deep
360 cans, 8 wide/9 deep

Health Timer Lock Mechanism
Royal Vendor’s Health
Timer lock, an automatic
mechanical and electronic locking mechanism,
prevents customers from
taking food items out of
the cooler if the cooler
temperature rises above
41 oF for a predetermined
period, following FDA and
NSF guidelines for potentially hazardous prepack aged foods.
This safety measure is
being followed by health
departments in many areas and is expected to become more
frequently enforced as Micro-Market, and other unattended
operations increase in popularity.
Royal Vendor’s “smart” software allows for loading the cooler

Shipping details

F.O.B. Kearneysville, WV
Ocean Container 20’/40’: 12/24 coolers
Semi-Trailer 48’/53’: 45/51 coolers

without activating the Health Timer lock, and should the cooler
be locked because of a temperature increase, a ﬁeld technician
can easily open the cooler for servicing.

About Royal Vendors.
Model RVCH-027
with 5 shelves

We have a rich heritage of innovation, including intro ducing the Econocool Refrigeration System plus
Royal provides industry-leading service, with many
employees having 20 or more years’ experience. Our
depth of technical knowledge is the foundation of
long-term customer relationships.
Anchored by our ISO registration, Royal is committed
to building a quality product.
We take environmental responsibility seriously, with
a 15-year-plus formal environmental policy in place.
Our energy management software, low-power lighting
systems, and conscious eﬀorts to minimize the waste
stream are part of our culture.
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